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拢，韵母变化不大，声调出现阴平调 33 调变高调 45 调和上阴入 55 调变为下阴
入 33调和阳入 42调的现象。年轻人在这些方面比中老年人改变的更为剧烈，不
仅声母增生了单字音声母 th，而且韵母首次大规模地出现了系统性的变化，如，
增生了 y 和 œ，遇摄变 ɛu 为 ou，山摄合口字变 un/ut 和 in/it 为 yn/yt，臻摄变

































Huicheng dialect, one of the four representing dialects of Siyi sub-dialectal area, 
is special in Yue dialectal area, with special phonetic features of Hakka and Gan, as 
well as Yue. Since the reform and opening-up, Guangzhou Cantonese has obtained an 
extremely high status in Huicheng, resulting a gradual incorporation of Guangzhou's 
phonetic features into Huicheng dialect through generations. 
The young generation shows more features of Guangzhou Cantonese than the 
middle and old generations. Middle- and old-aged speakers substitute some onsets 
with their Guangzhou counterparts, changing the yinping tone into 45, and turn some 
ru tone syllables, whose original value is 55, into 33 or 42. In addition to these 
changes, young speakers accepts more features of Guangzhou Cantonese into their 
language, including the onset /th/, a systemic adaptation of the rhymes, the 
appearance of /y/ and /œ/, changing /ɛu/ into /ou/ in yushe，/un/ and /in/ into /yn/ as 
well as /ut/ and /it/ into /yt/ in shanshe, /ɐn/ into /un/and/yn/ as well as /ɐt/ into /ut/ 
and /yt/ in zhenshe，and a great loss of the low-falling tone 31, which is one of the 
most special features of Huicheng dialect. 
The lexicon of Huicheng is also undergoing some changes, which have been 
affected by Mandarin and Cantonese words. There are a few changes in middle and 
old generations, using more Guangzhou Cantonese words instead of the 
corresponding local forms than Mandarin. In contrast, young speakers take a lot of 
changes, using a multitude of Mandarin and Cantonese words instead of local ones. In 
terms of total numbers of words, young speakers have been influenced by Mandarin 
much more than Cantonese, although in terms of classification of words, Cantonese 
has made deeper influence to young people than Mandarin. 
The present thesis consists of five chapters. The first chapter includes an 
introduction of Huicheng's society and history, a review of literature on Huicheng 
dialect, and an outline of the present thesis, including the materials, the methodology, 















phonology of Huicheng dialect, including its onsets, rhymes and tones, and a 
comparison of it with that of the Middle Chinese will be reported. Chapter III is an 
examination of the changes in onsets, rhymes and tones in young, middle- and 
old-aged generations respectively. In Chapter IV, the changes in vocabulary are 
investigated all across the three generations,in comparison with Guangzhou 
Cantonese and Mandarin. The last chapter is a discussion on the whole thesis.  
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平方公里，户籍人口 28万，常住人口 33万，辖 15个社区、29个村委会和 2个
经济联合社。解放前，原聚居在会城镇有李、陈、梁、林、莫、何、钟、张、谭、














                                                        
① 本节主要参考 1995 版《新会县志》和甘于恩的《广东四邑方言语法研究》（2004）。 






























































广州话的 t‘会城话读 h，广州话的部分圆唇舌根音 kw会城话读舌根音 k，部分广








































































声母；元音无长短对立，有 a 无 ɐ，广州话读 ɐ 的韵母，基本混同于 a 或其他元
























































h 和唇齿擦音 f 的原因，h 的出现同样是因为塞音成分的丢失，即 k‘丢失塞音成
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